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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERINO
WASHINGTON, D. C, 20301

5 November 1976

M,24ORANDUM W TE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

TlHROUGI: TIME DIRECIR OF DUFENSE RESIUMH AND EGINERING

TIhe attached sLutmiry report of the Defense Science Board Task Force
on Pundamntal Research in Universities was prepared at the request of
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. The Task Force,
under the chairmanship of Dr. Ivan L. Bennett, Jr., consisted of
nmm-ebrs with wide scientific backgrounds and present responsibilities.
A re mend(l qenera] inplementation plan has also been developed by
Dr. 13ennett and his qroup and is included in the report.

The Task Force points out that a major, potential source of innovative
ideas for future defense needs resides in universities. Accordingly,
there is need for the Department of Defense to reestablish and stimu-
late its relationship with the university science community.

Lt is fitting and timely that DoD has undertaken this study. It is
noteworthy that the concerns and rccomnendations are very similar to
those described in a recent report by the National Science Board titled
"Science at the Bicentennial."

This report has been approved by the Defense Science Board, and I
r(x.cv-rmwnd it to you for your consideration.

Chairman
Defense Science Board
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
WASHINGTON, D C, 20301

5 November 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Final Summary Report of the DSB Task Force on Fundamental

.... esWearch-lnUnfversl es

I am pleased to submit to ypu the final report of the Task Force on
Fundamental Research in Universities. This study was initiated at the
request of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. This
report is based on studies commenced in May 1976 and mostly completed
during the Defense Science Board 1976 Summer Study. It reflects
comments and suggestions from many people within the Department of
Defense as well as the academic community.

It is recognized that a major source for new innovative ideas for future
defense needs resides in our 'university community. As a consequence,
our report stresses the need for the Department of Defense to explore
ways to re-establish and stimulate its relationship with the university
science community.

In our summary report we make firm recommendations on how we can achieve
the above stated goal and maximally ensure that we are also cost
effective.

I would like to thank everyone for the cooperative spirit that the Task
Force has received from all those involved in producing this report, in
particular, the Military Services and their respective Offices of
Scientific Research.

it ILI -

Ivan L. Bennett
Chairman, DSB Task Force on

Fundamental Research in Universities
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Objective

The main purpose of creating this summer study group was to
explore ways to rekindle and stimulate the interests of the university
science community in problems of national defense.

B. Background

Concern over DoD-University relationships has been voiced to
the Defense Science Board (DSB) by representatives of academia (e. g.
Frederick Seitz and Jerome Wiesner) and by the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering (DDR&E). DSB volunteered to try to help
solve the problem which, to oversimplify, arose through academia's
disenchantment with and opposition to involvement in Vietnam and was
aggravated by the Mansfild amendment and the subsequent ornphatis
on re scarch ''relevance.

The exit from Vietnam, the continuing difficulties of securing
research funding in universities, the expressions of renewed interest
in extramural and long-range research by DDR&E, and the probability
of secular increase in 6. 1 appropriations make it appropriate to look

at the situation anew.

The Presidential Science and Technology Advisory Groups chaired
by Drs. William Baker and Simon Ramo have appointed a committee to
review federal support of basic research with particular emphasis
upon support by the mission agencies with a view to making a recom-
mendation to the new Presidential Science Advisor and Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). Drs. Solomon Buchsbaum
and Ivan Bennett serve on this committee along with I)rs. Charles
Sllchter, chairman, and William Baker and Frank Press. The
results of this DSB summer study and any follow-up could be coor-
dinated eventually with the broader study effort contemplated for OSTP.

C. Reasons for Broadening and Strengthening DoD-University
Relationships

It is generally agreed that the factors that have led to a diminution
of intertest of academic scientists in DoD-related problems have also
graduially iltltod emplunl N In DoD research away from fundamental,
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long-range science toward more applied, shorter-term, relevant
subjects and projects.

In addition, the constituency of first-rate fundamental scientists,
including younger investigators, willing and able to advise DoD, has
divlnini lmld or, at l.ast, has not been expanding in recent years. A
main linkage to such scientific advice, in the past, has been support
of fundamental research. From among scientists receiving support,
there are those whose innjovative ideas, analytic skills, and interest
in thinking ahead to practical applications (and whose value to DoD
then) go beyond their immediate and personal research activities or
scientific disciplines.

We believe that the need to counter these trends furnishes important
reasons for rejuvenating the DoD-University relationship.

1. The maior (although not exclusive) strength of U.S. fundamental
science resides in the universities. A re-engagement of this strength
will be needed to assure a fundamental, long-range component in DoD
research so as to balance the present emphasis on shorter-range,
applied science.

2. In addition to support of research in fields where the subject
matter is of obvious importance to presently defined problems of
defense, the research strategy should include support for work in
fields that seem less relevant or more remote in the short term
including:

a. Fields where it is important that DoD establish and
maintain a "window" into scientific progress.

b. Fields of interest primarily because of the superlative
scientific competence of the individuals engagedtherein.

1). Exclusions

1. This presentation contains no repetition of the differences
between fundamental (basic) and applied research and no reiteration of
the relation ships among r6search, development, technological
innovation, etc.

If and when iU becomes desirable or necessary to recapitulate
the many analyses, reports, and writings that have been generated on
these subjects, we are prepared to do so.

2



2. Our deliberate focus, in this study, has bcen on DoD support
for research in universities. We are aware that there are other federal
sources of support and that scientists outside academic institutions
can and do perform meritorious fundamental research. The work of
these scientists is of importance to DoD. We believe that our recom-
mendations, while oriented toward university scientists, are applicable
to and will be welcomed by non-academic performers.

3. We have not looked specifically at problems of support or
creation of incentives to perform fundamental research in industry or
to stimulate industry to support research in academic institutions.
We believe that these issues should eventually be dealt with in a DoD
context. This aspect of research support, incidentally, is contemplated
as an important component of the Slichter committee study for OSTP
and, in many ways, can be better dealt with in a context broader than
DoD alone.

4. We have been briefed (incompletely) concerning present policies,
mechanisms, and problems of support of research, especially research
in universities, by the Office of Scientific Research in each of the three
Services (OXRs). We have not inquired directly about support by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of fundamental
research in universities. The OXRs are clearly asymmetrical. There
arc obvious merits and demerits arising from history, from battles
for Congressional support, from the intramural-extramural perform-
ance philosophies of each Service, from differing concepts of quality
control, from uncoordinated differential responses to the "relevance"
problem, and from problems of quality and quantity of research manage-
ment manpower. This last is a problem that seems increasingly
serious in all of the Services and must be considered in any recom-
mendations for change in the future. We are not prepared to make
credible recommendations for changes in the OXRs or DARPA but we
believe that the situation deserves thorough study and consideration in
the near future.

X
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II. OBfSiERVA'TIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Major Questions Addressed

Since historically and, we believe, in the future, a principal basis
for DoD-University relationships is support of fundamental research
and since, clearly, any new initiative in this area by DoD should
create a "two-way street," we have concentrated upon the following
questions:

1. What are the obstacles, major and minor, to mutually beneficial
DoD-University relationships?

2. [low can the quality and long-range character of DoD sponsored
rcsearch be improved and maintained?

3. How can the competence of scientists, including younger
investigators, whose research is supporte.d by DoD best be assured?

4. Through what mechanisms can DoD support be made more
attractive to university scientists and to their institutions?

5. How can problems of "relevance" (Mansfield syndrome) be
better dealt with or, at least, how can they be managed so as to interfere
minimally with DoD-University relationships?

6. How can recommended changes or new initiatives be imple-
mented rapidly and with maximum credible visibility?

B. Major Assumptions or Conclusions

Our recommendations and alternatives are based upon the following
criteria:

1. Any action recommended should be one that can be implemented

expeditiously.

Z. Any action recommended should be attractive to the university,
to the university community and the DoD.

3. Any action recommended should-be highly visible and credible
among academic scientists.

4



4. Any action recommended should be capable of eliciting
positive and useful program initiatives from the university community.

5. Any increases in DoD funding for fundamental research should
be accompanied by measures to:

a. Assure hi'-h quality of research.

b. Assure high caliber of investigators.

6. If truly new initiatives in support of fundamental research in
universities are to be undertaken and are to succeed in the near future.
it will be necessary to use a format other than a simple expansion of
existing OXR and ARPA programs.

For the OXRs to serve as the conduits for funding a new program
of university-based fundamental science will require the formulation,
promulgation, and enforcement of uniform, new guidelines as a first
step in a phased, longer-term reform of existing practices. This
conclusion concerning the OXRs is not simply gratuitous. In response
to a request for information from the three Services (Attachment #1)
concerning DoD-University relationships, all declared the absence of
any perceived problems and none suggested any measure to improve
existing relationships since they are alleged to be at an all-time high
since Vietnam.

C. A Cautionary Note

We have not, in any systematic way, assessed the potential
response of academic scientists and universities to a new initiative
(along the lines we recommend in the next section) by DoD in support
of fundamental long-range support. We have anecdotal evidence from
scientists in several institutions concerning the desirable charac-
teristics of a new program. We have deliberately refrained from any

wide-ranging inquiry for fear of the damaging effects of raising false
hopes. We believe strongly that before any such assessment is made
or any "feelers" are sent out to the academic science community,
there should be a definite decision on a program, there should be
assurance that substantial funding will be available for it. and once
it is announced, it should be implemented promptly. Rightly or
wrongly, academic scientists will react negatively to a hint at a new
program and additional funding from any federal agency if it is not
carried through expeditiously and at a substantial level.. Therefore,



1hcfore any announcement of e~ven the possibility of such a new program
is broadcast amnong thi(- acadcmnic science community, there should be
substantial plans to go ahead, even though some of the detailed guide-
lines for the program remain to be worked out. The negative reaction
to a false start will be difficult to counteract, no matter how powerful
and compelling are the political reasons for failurc to follow through.
The political obstacles should be overcome before any publicity is
given to a new departure that involves support of fundamental research
in universities.
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llI. RE COMM INT)ATIONS

'h HP , fallt) fi v c atego)ries : overall levl of funding; issues of
relevance; range of support by field and discipline: specific mechanimms
of management, selection, and funding; and issues which require further
study a d analysis.

A. Ove rall Funding LevelI

I'el availability of new money will greatly facilitate any DoD
initiative in fundamental science.

-- It will facilitate program innovation without forcing the OXRs to
modify and curtail existing commitments and to reallocate funds
abruptly.

-- "New money,," especially phases, annual increases, will send
uip an Important signal for the univermities by e.stablIshing both
visibility aid c 1r.dibilily.

We hav, recently been made aware of current discussions within
ODDR&E of it possible new program with substantial funding for support
of fundamental research in universities. We applaud this action and
are greatly encouraged by it. To assess various strategies and
mechanisms, to obtain support of the OXRs, to minimize opposition
by the Services and to obtain approval for additional funding from
Congress are all proper functions of ODDR&E as are final decisions
on such matters. Our recommendations, we hope, will be considered
in this process.

-- We recommend that DDR&E take advantage of the favorable
climate for fundamental research and seok to secure Phased
".new funding," up to an annual program level of $ 100, 000, 000
during coming budget cyclefs.

Attachments 2, 3 and 4 help put such a level of funding in
perspective.

Attachment 2 shows trentiN ('74, '75, '76) in funding of basic re-
search by federal agencies.

Alt i 'hittlit I shows I reluls Iii fittling by purformor; the flattening
t,, tlhiver.i.sily ltiIilhitg between 1975 and 1976 is apparent, making this a
pri,,i iouts thmI1,, for it )ol) Initintive' in this area.
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AMt ,i:hneeil 4 ,,,IO1J.I r,.4 l),,l) .,rIl NitiO0ni1 Science Foundation (NSF)
Ill di n fg d f)asic r,'14;a r('h. It i.i aupparen t that a phased new program
re.achinrg $100 oillioi per year wouhl double l)oI)'n present level Jf

(c()llilintyell in th.4 inxiltutiorns.

11. Relevaince,

We rectgniz.e th. political importance of the. relevance of research
to l)oI) problems in satinrfying the public as well as Congress during the0
appropriations process. When the original Mansfield amendment man-
datvd that ;ll reseairch supported by DoD be relevant to some military
problerm, tOw respons s of DoD (oversimplified) was to define all
r .sea.r(:h be.ing don, unde. r Doi) auspices as relevant. This places two
burdens tipon research scientists and, despite changes in the legislative
word in g to permit the' Secretary of D)efennse to determine potential
ro vaunce, .tc. Ile ac ttal p rae tit..s ini DoD have been i source of con-
Li rming annoya1nce, .mba rrasst.nl, and irritation. First, applicants
for support have to (or think they have to) think up reasons that make
their projects relevant to a specific DoD mission. This is true despite

the fact that DoD re.search management is supposed to do this through
the mechanism of Form 1498. The contents of many 1498s ties a

proje!ct ti) specifically to some weapon system or is otherwise so
outrageously exaggerated that many investigators prefer (in self-defense)
to generate their own rationales. Second, a university scientist was
open to criticism from academic colleagues and students (scientists
or non-scientists) if he was receiving DoD support even if his research
was se.lf-initiated and fundamental since, by definition, it was militarily
r(levant. The continuing overkill by DoD managers on this problem
has Ioel to the trend toward short-term applied research as a predominant

component of DoD research programs and has posed a continuing problem

for academic fundamental scientists. In any now program, we believe
that these burdens on the scientist must be removed or minimized.

-- We recommend that DoD continue to emphasize the importance
and relevance of supporting fundamental research.

-- We recommend that DoD not demand that a scientist demonstrate
that his research project or program is relevant.

-- We recommend that the issue of research relevance be raised
from the individual project or program level to one of the
relevance of a field of discipline.

8'



-- We rccomnetld.that DoD con itnui. (at the leve. of fields and
(li sciplines) to- demonstrate to Congress, OMB,. and the otul i (
that fundamental research in relevant to DoD missions.
Wilizing w.ll-idoctizmented historical examples, etc.

What is of utmost importance is that relevance should be, in actual
practice, the burde.n of DoD managers and not the research scientist
and that relevance be judged and defended on the basis of field or dis-
cipline rather than project by project.

C. Range of Support by Field and Discipline

Most of what we have to say on this subject consists of assertions

which we will translate into recommendations by saying:

-- We recommend that polici.s concerning fields and disciplints be
developed within the following guidelines and principles:

1. Decisions regarding the division of funding among various
disciplines and fields are legitimately reserved to the Service research
managers and ODDR&E.

2. These decisions should be made by taking into consideration
recommendations of advisory committees from the involved scientific
community.

3. In addition, disciplinary funding decisions should be coordinated
with programs in other government agencies supporting basic research.

4. Once a policy for allocation of funds among scientific disciplines
and fields of research has been established, proposals that are received
should be judged on th, . basis of quality. As far as is politically possible,
considerations of geographic distribution, etc. should be minimized.

-- We recommend that review and selection of proposals for research
be carried out utilizing some form of peer review mechanism,
that this mechanism be developed by and for the Service OXRs.
and that the nature of the mechanism be explained to academic
scientists.

Generally, we are not in favor of an elaborate review mechanism
(such as that at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)). We believe that
poor review should be carried out In ways that will minimize delay in
response to applications for support.

9



Onv of the greatest annoyances to academic (and all other)
scientists seeking research support is the lag between submission of
a proposal and final approval and funding. DoD's record in this regard
is excellent and many investigators prefer to deal with DoD because
of promptness of response. This advantage should not be lost in
implementing peer review procedures.

This recommendation is not intended to preclude guidelines that
would allow research managers to make funding available without com-
plete peer review up to a certain amount per proposal or a certain per-
centage of available funds. Neither is it the intent to bar other internal
rules such as a mandate that a given percentage of funds each year
should go to new ap)licants, etc. , etc.

I). Specific Mechanisms of Management and Funding

The importance of "new money" has already been alluded to. We
have considered alternatives for administering a new program or pro-
grams of support for university-based fundamental science. In addition,
we have identified certain changes in existing management practices
which would (nhance the attractiveness to academic and other scientists
of )Dol) its a sourci, of research support.

1. New funds might be administered directly fronrwithin ODDR&E.
We examined this possibility as a temporary, transitional measure.
Consideration of the difficulties of obtaining authorization and imple-
menting such a departure from present procedures as well as the
potential disruptive effects of by-passing the Service OXRs quickly cooled
our initial enthusiasm. We mention it only for completeness.

2. New money could be allocated to OXRs or another DoD agency
with uniform, specific, and enforceable guidelines for its use in a
coordinated program of support for fundamental research in academic
institutions.

3. Visibility and attractiveness of a new program could be achieved
by using several procedures and policiesa The following examples, for
which detailed guidelines would have to be worked out, are not mutually
exclusive and all should be seriously considered:

a. Large departmental or multidepartmental contracts
($1, 000, 000+ por year) with procedures and safeguards appropriate to
ech institution to assure quality and accountability. It is likely that

10
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(lifferent administrative patterns would prevail among the various
universities.

b. Fundin! of the research of (20?) selected academic
scientists for 5 years at a level of $200, 000 to $250, 000 per year.
These contracts or grants could be made distinctive by a title such as
"Awards for Fundamental Science."

c. Allocation of funds for new proposals (in annual ammounts
appropriate to a given discipline) received from non-tenured (younger)
faculty members or faculty members not previously supported by I)oD
funding, This would be a mechanism for solving an important problem
in the universities and, in addition, would help to "recruit" a new con-
stituency for DoD.

d. Some form of "institutional general research grant," the
amount to be determined by a formula based upon DoD grant and contract
funding at an institution. This would be conditional upon the existence of
an agree i administrative procedure, appropriate to each institution for
allocating the funds in accordance with DoD guidelines and policies
(similar to the General Reseirch Support Programs of NIH).

e. Modify present arrangements for DoD payment of overhead
on grants and contracts to one in which the scientist neither computes
the overhead nor is penalized by changing institutional overhead rates
in subsequent years (similar to NIH). This would mean that the
scientist could count on a definite amount for direct costs of research
from year to year no matter when changes in institutional indirect costs
might occur. This change would have enormous appeal among university
investigators.

f. Develop guidelines and policies for allocating funds that
will give high priority to new equipment and instrumentation including
realistic provisions for operation, maintenance, and repair, a "total
cost" approach. There has been a serious lag in availability of research
equipment in recent years because of restricted funding as well as GAO
efforts to introduce "efficiency" into equipment utilization in research
laboratories, leading to bureaucratic timidity on the part of federal
research managers. A new, enlightened policy giving priority to
equipment needs would attract wide attention as a new departure among
academic scientists.

11



g. Push for rapid implementation of the declared policy to
,,stablish the ratio of intramural to extramural research at 30:70.

Within the DoD there is a common source of funding for in-house
research and the extramural programs. We are aware of the current
plans for implementing the policy of funding these programs with 30%
for the in-house laboratories and 70%6 for the extramural programs and
applaud ODDR&E for taking this position. However, we want to call
attention here to the situation that comes about when the Congressional
appropriations are below the requested level. The cuts arc now taken
largely from the extramural programs and make it difficult to reach
the desired 30-70% goal. Furthermore, it results in strong variations
in the funding of local areas within the University. This should be
corrected as soon as possible for it is now detrimental to our plan for
strengthening the DoD-University programs in science and engineering.
Attachment 5 shows the estimated distribution of effort for basic and
applicd research programs of the Services for 1976.

E. Issues for Further Study.and Analysis

We believe that other issues need to be addressed and that the
advice of involved scientists will be helpful in this process.

1. Assessment of the potential response of universities and
academic scientists to a new initiative by DoD in support of fundamental
long-range research along the lines described in this report. This
should be undertaken only after a definite general decision to go ahead
with a program has been made.

2. Improvement of research management structure and procedures
at the Service and DDR&E level.

3. Choice of scientific fields and disciplines of "relevance" to
DoD missions and objectives including priorities and opportunities for
allocation of funding.

4. Consideration of funding research in fields of interest because
of scientific competence of individuals in the field or need to keep
abreast of scientific progress in areas that now seem more remote
from DoD problems.

5. Advisory focus for DoD in any government-wide assessment of
support of research by mission agencies such as that now contemplated
by the Slichter Panel for OSTP.

1Z
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6. Development of a firm rationale for DoD support of research--
convincing to public, Services, Congress, and the scientific community.



Attachment # I

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
WASHINGTON. 0 C, 70301

13 May 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR Assistant Secretaries of the Military D)epartnmnt-s
(Research and Development)

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Summer Study/Research

The Defense Science Board will cover Research as one of four topics in
its 1976 Summer Study (DDR&E letter attached). The panel will be
chaired by Dr. Ivan Bennett and the Executive Secretary is Dr. George
Gamota from my office.

Dr. Bennett wishes the panel to address the question of "How can the DoD
Revive and Stimulate the Interest (,f the Academic Community in Doi)
Research Problems?" lie has asked that we provide representatives from
each Service to) attend a special DSIS meeting on May 27 and be prepared
to provide the following information:

1) Describe the scope of their current university research
program.

2) Provide a review of the mechanics of contract research
or grants.

3) Describe the current relationship with the academic community--
citing examples whenever possible of current interactions,
particularly contacts of in-house laboratories with academ'c
centers.

4) Cite specific suggestions (f how the current relationship with
the academic community 4'an be improved.

5) List problems the Services are experiencing in attempting to
give research funds to universities.

6) IiHt'uss speeirics of how th Mansfield Amendment influences
})o) research and the interaction with academic centers.

14( )



It should be emphasized that all DS11 panel members are vaguely famrli ;-
with the I)ol) research program and little discussion should take p];-,;(!
regarding thc contnt of the rcsearch being performed by the liniversC(..

I have arranged the spocial I)SB meeting on Research to be held in the
Pe.ntagon in Room 2E 271 on May 27, 1976. The Service representatives
should contact Dr. Gamota, x73749, to coordinate tire program by 21

May 1976.

/John L. Allen
Deputy Director

(Research and Advanced Technology)

15
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